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ABSTRACT
In this paper we conduct a preliminary study investigating the ap-
plication of design patterns in the popular video game series Super
Mario Bros., with the intent to establish whether the series has in-
novated between iterations. This is achieved by expanding upon
existing research in design pattern adoption for the original Super
Mario Bros.. By adopting these previously discovered design pat-
terns as a base grammar, we examine their legacy and whether de-
sign principles such as the number of ‘beats’ per level have contin-
ued into subsequent iterations of the series. While focussing solely
on the first ‘world’ of each iteration of the Super Mario series, we
observe the fate of these patterns vary; with some losing favour,
others retaining their prominence and a distinct number evolving
as the series continues across its 30-year history.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
Applied Computing [Computers in other domains]: Personal com-
puters and PC applications—Computer games

Keywords
Patterns, design, platform games, Super Mario Bros.

1. INTRODUCTION
An argument often levied at video game development is the need
for innovation; to create something new and exciting for players.
Despite such requests, there is also desire to maintain that which
is familiar: both from consumers who wish for sequels to their
favourite titles, but also from game publishers who see their ex-
isting intellectual property as means towards future profit. It is of-
ten the case that such arguments are raised towards series that have
had long periods of success both critically and commercially, in an
effort to justify future purchases for existing fans. This contrast
of business pragmatism versus expressive design can often breed
familiarity in games that can potentially fail to address the desire
for innovation. This particular lens of criticism and scrutiny is fo-
cussed frequently upon properties owned by Nintendo; who own
one of the largest portfolios of intellectual property in the video
game industry that spans over 30 years.

In this paper, we wish to address this notion in the context of the
popular Super Mario series, which has sold over 290 million copies
since the release of the original title Super Mario Bros. [15] in
1985 [1]. Previous research by Dahlskög and Togelius detailed
in [4] identified a number of design-patterns found in the origi-
nal Super Mario Bros., in an attempt to establish what core con-
cepts can be expected to be found in any level of the game. This re-
search has helped provide a basis for further discussion of the Super
Mario series, with the collection of patterns acting as a language to
communicate level design principles. In this paper, we adopt this
lexicon as a basis for analysis of subsequent ‘classic’ Super Mario
titles, i.e. those adhering to the tropes of the two-dimensional
(2D) platformer genre. We conduct a preliminary examination into
whether the series has innovated with each iteration while retain-
ing familiarity through existing design patterns. This is achieved
by examining whether the original patterns continue to be adopted
in subsequent Super Mario games; if they lose favour with design-
ers or have evolved into more complex variants as a result of in-
novation. Given the emphasis on innovation and familiarity, com-
bined with the need to scope this preliminary exploration of the
design space, we constrain this study to the first ‘world’ of each
selected Super Mario game.

The contributions of this paper focus on identifying whether the
original findings detailed by Dahlskög and Togelius in [4] have
been retained in subsequent iterations of the Super Mario series
and what variation exists in level length, density and pattern usage.
Furthermore, we aim to establish whether new patterns have arisen
and if so, do they exhibit similarities with patterns in the existing
set?

This paper is structured as follows: we begin with a brief overview
of the Super Mario domain for the benefit of the reader in section 2,
followed by discussion of existing work in design patterns for video
games and specifically Super Mario Bros. in sections 2.2 and 2.3
respectively. In section 3 we identify the sample set for this study
and our rationale for the inclusion and exclusion of particular titles
in the Super Mario series. The data acquisition process is detailed
in section 4 with subsequent analysis of the selected games and the
results of our preliminary study found in section 5.

2. DESIGN PATTERNS & SUPER MARIO
BROS.

For the sake of completeness, we begin with a brief summary of the
gameplay mechanics and tropes of the Super Mario series, followed
by a description of the existing work in design patterns conducted
within this domain.



Figure 1: A screenshot from Super Mario Bros. 3 (1990), where
the titular Mario navigates a hazardous terrain littered with
enemies.

2.1 The Super Mario Series.
The Super Mario series revolves around the titular character Mario,
who must traverse a series of hazardous environments throughout
the Mushroom Kingdom in an effort to rescue Princess Toadstool1

from the antagonist Bowser. To achieve this the player, in con-
trol of the Mario avatar, must walk, run and jump across a two-
dimensional environment (shown in Figure 1) by avoiding gaps,
clearing obstacles and traps, stomping enemies, collecting coins
and utilising power-ups that either give Mario increased health or
offensive capabilities.

Each Super Mario game is comprised of levels: finite segments of
gameplay that are concluded courtesy of a final obstacle that Mario
must attempt to clear2. Multiple levels are grouped together to form
a ‘world’, allowing for particular game design concepts or visual
aesthetics to be adopted across a fixed segment of the game. In ad-
dition, the final level of each world acts as a boss battle, typically
within a fortress or castle. In this instance the player must defeat
a larger enemy at the very end of the level. Completion of a boss
battle, and by extension a game world, allow for players to feel a
sense of progression; with levels and worlds acting as medium-term
compulsion loops to drive a players continued interaction with the
game [3]. While the number of levels and worlds in each game can
vary, many follow the pattern established in Super Mario Bros. of
approximately eight worlds, each carrying a minimum of four lev-
els. This pattern typically acts as the lower bound, with exceptions
found in titles released on the portable Nintendo Game Boy system.

2.2 Design Patterns in Video Games
Design patterns have been discussed for video game development
and critique for some time now. One of the most pertinent aspects
of design pattern identification is that patterns afford discourse on
game design and the intentions of designers towards engaging and
challenging players. Similarly, it provides players means to estab-
lish structure in what can otherwise be a chaotic environment. This
allows for players to understand how elements of gameplay play

1Commonly referred to as (Princess) Peach
2The clearance of this obstacle while non-negotiable is easy to
achieve. With a bonus score attributed to how well the player clears
it.

off one another, even if this appreciation is not yet on a conscious
level. However, with further refinement of gameplay courtesy of
continued exposure to these patterns, players may in time come to
appreciate what these patterns seek to establish given the subse-
quent impact upon players understanding of core mechanics.

Seminal work by Bjōrk and Holopainen detailed in [2] is arguably
the most thorough explanation of design pattern adoption in mod-
ern video game development. While not all patterns discussed in
this text are relevant to the current argument, it is evidence of how
varied design patterns can be in terms of genre, abstraction but also
the purpose of players interactions and the rewards they seek to
gain from it.

2.3 Design Patterns in Super Mario Bros.
Prior work detailed in [4] is arguably the first instance where design
patterns have been formally established within the Super Mario do-
main, looking specifically at the very first entry in the series: Super
Mario Bros.. This collection of patterns, briefly summarised in Ta-
ble 1 identified a number of unique interactions between players
and the game world courtesy of repeated use of in-game artefacts
that constrain or guide player behaviour in a number of ways. It is
acknowledged through these patterns that enemies can appear ei-
ther individually or in groups where each sprite is a set distance
apart. Meanwhile, blocks and pipes are used either to form stairs
for Mario to navigate, or valleys in which enemies can be placed to
create small periods of intense gameplay. Perhaps crucial to the Su-
per Mario experience, is the adoption of patterns that forge multi-
ple paths through areas of the game; allowing for strategic play and
risks to be taken by the player while gathering coins and power-ups.

To achieve this collection of design patterns, the authors analysed
the majority of levels in the original game. Two exceptions to
this were levels that take place underwater and those within cas-
tles. These two exceptions occur largely due to the deviation this
causes in the type of gameplay and actions that can be expressed
by the player. In the case of the former, players are restricted in
their movement through water and many of the previously estab-
lished gameplay tropes have been removed. For the latter, given
the emphasis is now on the battle with antagonist Bowser, this has
a subsequent impact upon the manner in which the level is designed
and therefore omitted.

3. STUDY SAMPLE
For the purposes of our study we have focussed on ten games in
the Super Mario series, the original Super Mario Bros. followed by
nine games which have succeeded the original release in the last 30
years. While this is not the complete set of games that have been
released during this period, for the purposes of this study we ap-
plied two rules to filter results for consistency. All games selected
for this study satisfy the following conditions:

• The game adheres to the 2D-platforming tropes established
by the original Super Mario Bros.

• The player predominantly plays as the Mario character. If
the player acts as other characters, gameplay and level design
must retain the original conceit of the 2D Super Mario series.

The final list of games can be seen in Table 2, which identifies ten
games that satisfy our conditions. The adoption of the aforemen-
tioned rules results in ten games being removed from the sample



Table 1: The original collection of patterns established in [4] upon annotating levels from the original Super Mario Bros.
Pattern Theme Variants

Enemy Enemy, 2-Horde, 3-Horde, 4-Horde, Roof
Gap Gap, Multiple-Gaps, Variable-Gaps, Gap-Enemy, Pillar-Gap

Valley Valley, Pipe-Valley, Empty-Valley, Enemy-Valley, Roof-Valley
Path 2-Path, 3-Path. Risk-&-Reward

Stairs Stair-Up, Stair-Down Empty-Stair-Valley, Enemy-Stair-Valley, Gap-Stair-Valley

Table 2: The Super Mario games selected as part of our study. Note that Super Mario Bros. 2 is the original Japanese release instead
of the US/EU version.

Title Director/Designer(s) Abbreviation Year Released System
Super Mario Bros. Shigeru Miyamoto &

Takashi Tezuka
SMB 1985 Nintendo Entertainment System

Super Mario Bros. 2 (Japan) Shigeru Miyamoto &
Takashi Tezuka

SMB2-J 1986 Nintendo Entertainment System

Super Mario Land Satoru Okada SML 1989 Game Boy
Super Mario Bros. 3 Shigeru Miyamoto &

Takashi Tezuka
SMB3 1990 NES

Super Mario World Takashi Tezuka SMW 1991 Super Nintendo Entertainment System
Super Mario Land 2: 6 Golden
Coins

Hiroji Kiyotake &
Takehiko Hosokawa

SML2 1992 Game Boy

New Super Mario Bros. Shigeyuki Asuke NSMB 2006 Nintendo DS
New Super Mario Bros. Wii Shigeyuki Asuke NSMB-Wii 2009 Wii
New Super Mario Bros. U Masataka Takemoto NSMB-U 2012 Wii U
New Super Mario Bros. 2 Yusuke Amano NSMB2 2012 Nintendo 3DS

set, seven of which failing to adhere to the first rule3 given they
are all 3D-platforming games, with a further three failing to satisfy
the second condition: the American release of Super Mario Bros.
2 [10], Wario Land: Super Mario Land 3 [14] and Super Mario
World 2: Yoshi’s Island [11]. In this instance, both Wario Land:
Super Mario Land 3 and Super Mario World 2: Yoshi’s Island re-
sult in the player taking control of characters (Wario and Yoshi re-
spectively) whose behaviour, while similar, result in a deviation
from the original Super Mario Bros. mechanics. This change of
protagonist has a significant impact upon each game’s respective
level designs. In addition, the American release of Super Mario
Bros. 2 [10] is rejected in favour of the original Japanese release.
The Japanese version is the original successor to Super Mario Bros.
SMB2-J, as it is hereby referred to, was not published in US and
EU regions due to its intense difficulty. It subsequently appeared
in western markets in 1993 with the release of Super Mario All-
Stars on the Super Nintendo Entertainment System, where it was
renamed Super Mario Bros.: The Lost Levels. Meanwhile, the
US/EU version of the game is the Japanese title Yume Kōjō: Doki
Doki Panic, with original character sprites replaced with those from
the Super Mario series4 [8]. Despite their graphical similarities, the
controls, mechanics and subsequent level design are a departure
from established Mario tropes; with deviations so significant that
many concepts have not been reproduced in any subsequent title in
the Super Mario series to date. In addition, a decision was made
to ignore the 2013 expansion to New Super Mario Bros. U [13]
(NSMB-U), titled New Super Luigi U [12]. While this expansion
retains much of the original aesthetic and mechanics of NSMB-U,
the increase in difficulty and changes to jump-physics - as a result

3Super Mario 64, Super Mario Sunshine, Super Mario 64 DS, Su-
per Mario Galaxy, Super Mario Galaxy 2, Super Mario 3D Land
and Super Mario 3D World
4The irony being that Yume Kōjō: Doki Doki Panic was based on
a discarded Super Mario Bros. 2 prototype.

of the player avatar being Mario’s brother Luigi - results in signifi-
cant deviations from Super Mario level design.

4. ANNOTATION PROCESS
As mentioned previously, for this paper we have focussed on the
opening world of each of our selected ten Super Mario games.
While this paper only reports our preliminary findings from ob-
serving the opening world of each game, this will still lend suffi-
cient evidence to any arguments that are made with respective to
change or innovation within the Super Mario series. In addition, it
is important to acknowledge that these opening levels contain a sig-
nificant number of interactions in the game world for the player to
convey meaning and context. These actions and their consequences
help shape a players understanding of how each game works: es-
sentially acting as a tutorial for newcomers. It can also help to
identify what changes, significant or minor, have been made to the
design for players who have experienced more than one of these
works.

4.1 Data Acquisition
Adhering to the original approach discussed in [4], we have anal-
ysed each opening world and the levels found within it. In keeping
with the original assessment of Super Mario Bros. we have ignored
any levels which take place underwater and those where a boss bat-
tle may take place. This has resulted in a total of 42 levels being
annotated across the collection of 10 games, with 3 levels ignored
given they are based in water and a further 15 ignored given they
are boss battle levels that take place either at the end of the world
(a castle or airship), or in the middle (a fortress or tower). The full
list of levels annotated can be found in Table 3. While this paper
will continue to focus on the annotated levels, it is important that
this be considered in future research given that 30% of the levels
found in these 10 games have not been assessed at present.



Table 3: A listing of what levels are annotated for each game.
Given SML2 allows for the player to select the order of world-
traversal, we opted for the closest to the game start (Treezone).

Title Levels
SMB 1-1, 1-2, 1-3

SMB2-J 1-1, 1-2, 1-3
SML 1-1, 1-2

SMB3 1-1, 1-2, 1-3, 1-4, 1-5, 1-6
SMW Yoshi’s Island 1, 2, 3 & 4
SML2 Introduction, Treezone 1,2,3 & 4
NSMB 1-1, 1-2, 1-3, 1-4, 1-5

NSMB-Wii 1-1, 1-2, 1-3, 1-5, 1-6
NSMB-U 1-1, 1-2, 1-3, 1-4, 1-5
NSMB2 1-1, 1-2, 1-3, 1-4

For each level, we record the the following pieces of information,
which is later used as part of our analysis of the Super Mario series:

Level Aesthetic: Land, underground, high-ground, above-water:
visual aesthetics that can impact the design principles of a
given level.

End-Goal Pattern: The task to complete at the end of the level.

Number of Design ‘Beats’: Adhering to the principle discussed
in [4] and [17, 18], we count how many distinct segments
of play, denoted as ‘beats’, occur in a given level.

Design Pattern(s) Used In Each Beat: With the possibility that each
beat can carry multiple patterns.

Total Number of Patterns Per Level

‘Beat Density’ Per Level Denoting the average number of patterns
used per beat.

Notes: Additional notes to reflect elements of the level design that
would otherwise not be evident from our existing data.

4.2 Recording of New Patterns
As we entered this phase of work we were conscious of the need
to potentially recognise new patterns that have not yet been estab-
lished in the Super Mario design pattern lexicon. Any new pattern
that is identified must satisfy the criteria that it brings new consid-
erations to the players decision making process. This can result in
solutions that deviate from previous patterns. Conversely, it can
force players to re-consider established behaviours given that this
new challenge, while superficially similar to existing patterns, will
cause death should they adopt the same strategy.

As is noted in work such as [4] and [17], design patterns can occur
at varying levels of abstraction, with some occurring more granular
than others. With this in mind, we appreciate that some patterns
suggested in this paper may appear as more granular variants of
existing patterns. However, given we feel these scenarios suggest
a unique context within the game’s action space, it is important to
distinguish specific patterns even if they could be perceived on a
more abstract level as the same. Furthermore, given we are con-
scious that this work is examining the successors to Super Mario
Bros., we make efforts to establish whether new patterns found in
subsequent titles bear lineage to those previously established.

Table 4: The top five most frequently adopted original design
patterns in the opening worlds of each Super Mario game from
those found in Table 1

Design Pattern Instances
Single-Enemy 304

2-Path 184
Single-Gap 176

Risk-Reward 73
Stair-Up 61

Table 5: The top five least used design patterns in the opening
worlds from the original collection established in Table 1

Design Pattern Instances Last Game Adopted
Roof-Valley 0 N/A

Empty-Stair-Valley 1 SMB
4-Horde 1 NSMB

Gap-Stair-Valley 3 SML2
Variable-Gaps 3 SML2

5. ANALYSIS
A summary of the level annotations accrued can be found in Ta-
ble 6, where we clarify the mean number of beats and densities
across of the Mario titles. We now take time to explore the most
substantial findings and trends established during this initial anno-
tation process.

5.1 The Number of Beats Per Level
The number of beats that appear in each level vary drastically, given
the maximum and minimum ranges shown for many of these titles.
While many of the older titles in the series have a more constrained
range, more modern releases in the series are more flexible in terms
of how many unique activities players must complete. It is impor-
tant to acknowledge that increased number of beats does not nec-
essarily imply an increase in the length of the level.

5.1.1 Portable Super Mario Titles Have The Most
Beats

Despite being released on portable gaming devices such as the Game
Boy and family of Nintendo DS systems, levels in SML, SML 2
and NSMB rank as some of the titles with the highest number of
beats per level on average. With SML 2 ranking overall as the
game with the most beats per level on average. This was rather
unexpected, given we would assume levels for these titles to be
‘shorter’ - not only in terms of unique activities but also in length
- given they are played on portable devices. However, Nintendo
themselves may have opted towards this route for future portable
titles, with NSMB2 - released on the Nintendo 3DS - showing a
significant reduction in the average beats per level, accommodated
by a significant increase in beat density.

5.2 Consistent World Design
By recording the level type such as land, underground, highground
etc., we have noted that with the exception of Super Mario Land
and Super Mario World, the remaining 8 games all adopt a mini-
mum of one land, underground and high-ground level per world. In
addition, the general pattern is to have one or more land levels fol-
lowed by an underground level, with a high-ground level thereafter.
The underground and high-ground level may also be separated by
one or more land levels. Of the 8 which exhibit the three level



Table 6: A summary of our preliminary results from annotating the first world of all ten selected Super Mario games.
Title Min Beats Max Beats Mean Beats Min Density Max Density Mean Density
SMB 15 17 16.3 1.05 1.56 1.29

SMB2-J 17 20 18 1.15 1.24 1.19
SML 25 25 25 1.28 1.44 1.36

SMB3 12 18 15.5 1.11 1.53 1.31
SMW 16 24 21 1.17 1.46 1.34
SML2 26 32 29.6 1.29 1.78 1.48
NSMB 24 31 27 1.22 1.45 1.33

NSMB-Wii 24 29 26.25 1.29 1.83 1.56
NSMB-U 21 30 24.8 1.4 2.09 1.71
NSMB2 16 29 22.5 1.33 2.06 1.62

types, only Super Mario Bros. 3 fails to adopt this ordering. This
is an important find given the connotations often implied in these
level designs, with highground levels often more dangerous given
the player seldom has sure footing. Conversely, underground lev-
els often carry secret paths courtesy of the players ability to break
through roof blocks. These design concepts have remained consis-
tent across the series.

5.3 Welcome to the Mushroom Kingdom
A key observation made from design pattern annotation is how each
game introduces the player to the world of Super Mario. It has
been noted the same three original design patterns are used in the
opening two beats of all Super Mario games except Super Mario
Land 2.

Single-Enemy: The use of one enemy, typically a Goomba or Koopa-
Troopa.

n-Path (n ≥ 2): Blocks or platforms used to establish multiple paths
for the player to navigate across.

Risk-Reward: A scenario where the player can opt to take a more
treacherous path - one where the enemy is placed - with the
potential to acquire a power-up item.

This is shown in Figure 2, with four examples from the Mario series
exhibiting the same patterns in the opening beat of level 1-1, albeit
with minor differences. It is important to recognise the knowledge
the player gains from these opening beats and the particular design
patterns used. Not only does it introduce how the jump mechanic
can both circumvent and eliminate threat, but also as means to find
power-ups. In addition, this will provide players with an under-
standing of the benefits power-ups offer to the player. In all cases
bar one, the risk-reward leads to the acquisition of a mushroom
power-up, which increases Mario’s strength. The minor exception
to this can be found in Super Mario World, where the risk-reward
pattern offers one of the three collectable Dragon Coins that are in
the level.

5.4 Pattern Popularity
It is also important to note that a number of patterns have proven
unpopular and are not exhibited in the opening worlds of later games.
We have quickly summarised the least popular patterns in Table 5.
While some of these patters are not used at all, it is worth not-
ing these patterns are all used at some point in the original SMB.
In some instances these patterns are simply no longer adopted in

games, with notable examples such as Empty-Stair-Valley and 4-
Horde. However, it is important to recognise these patterns may
have simply lost favour, given the use of new patterns that inherit
their design principles.

5.5 Legacy Patterns
Throughout the annotation process, a number of new patterns have
been acknowledged that have been used in either in a sole instances
of the series or throughout subsequent releases. These new pat-
terns, summarised in Table 7, show a variety of ways in which
level designers have aimed to add novelty to future games. We
have aimed to retain the approach adopted in [4] in finding pat-
terns where players find themselves making decisions that are oth-
erwise fresh or novel. However, it is acknowledged by the author
that while efforts have been made to retain similar accuracy and
granularity as before, that this is an area of further discussion as to
whether each of these patterns is sufficiently unique to be classified
as such.

What is of most interest is that with further analysis, all of the new
patterns established from SMB2-J onwards are clearly derived from
the original patterns found within SMB. This is noted in the ‘Ori-
gin’ column of Table 7 as we identify if a new pattern carries any
relation to a preceding one. All patterns are derived either from
one of the original patterns in Table 1 or the newly defined patterns
also in Table 7. Not only does this provide evidence of contin-
ued innovation within the Super Mario series, but also a reliance
upon ‘core’ patterns that have been in use for over 30 years. One
could argue that this is aimed at retaining a sense of familiarity for
more seasoned players of the series and to solidify the identity of
the Super Mario series. This of particular importance in the open-
ing world, given this familiarity can often help introduce players
to a new entry in the series even after a notable period of time be-
tween playthroughs. Furthermore, this discovery of new patterns
that inherit from the original set is further evidence of the accuracy
and relevance of the original work in [4]. Given it appears to have
sufficiently encapsulated all of the potential areas in which Super
Mario games appear to be exploring in future titles. While we have
not assessed all of the game worlds and patterns that may be found
within them, it seems likely given the currently established set that
future patterns will have inherited from one found in Table 1.

5.5.1 ‘Throwaway’ Patterns
On the subject of pattern adoption and subsequent usage, we noted
that both Super Mario World and Super Mario Land 2 have the
lowest adoption of patterns in subsequent games. Each game, as
shown in Table 7 introduces a number of new patterns, many of
which are never used again outside of the game that defined it.



(a) Super Mario Bros. (1985) (b) Super Mario Bros. 3 (1990) (c) New Super Mario Bros. Wii
(2009)

(d) New Super Mario Bros. U (2012)

Figure 2: The opening level (1-1) in nearly all Super Mario games exhibits the same three design patterns in the opening beats:
Single-Enemy, N-Path and Risk-Reward. This design principle is first established in SMB (2(a)) and is still present in the NSMB-
series (Figures 2(c) & 2(d)) 27 years later.

5.6 NSMB and Pattern Manipulation
The New Super Mario Bros. series, released in 2006, is a sub-
series of Super Mario that is focussed on adopting ‘classical’ Mario
gameplay. This series emerged given the significant time between
2D-based Mario titles, with Nintendo’s portfolio largely focussed
on 3D-driven Mario games for a significant period. Our analysis of
the NSMB series, in contrast to findings from earlier games, lead
to some interesting insights into NSMB design.

Beat Count: The NSMB series is keen to provide levels with a
number of beats that tends to be significantly higher than pre-
vious games. Since the original NSMB release, the series has
gradually decreased the number of beats on average, with an
emphasis on increased beat density.

Increased Beat Density: The average beat density of NSMB is
significantly higher than that of earlier games in the series.
This is evident throughout our annotation process given the
increased challenge faced when marking up each beat.

Concealment of Patterns: Patterns from Table 1 are adopted through-
out NSMB often with a new art style. This makes detection a
challenging process and is exacerbated by pattern crossover
and subversion.

Pattern Crossover: It has been noted throughout the NSMB se-
ries that designers will take two patterns and create a hybrid.
This often occurs in circumstances such as Figure 3, where
the two distinct patterns (3-Path and Moving-Platform-Vertical)
are merged to create a new gameplay experience. As a result,
one pattern (in this case 3-Path) appears dominant and helps
players understand how to navigate this beat of play, while
the latter provides novelty in traditional concepts.

Pattern Subversion: Another trait we acknowledged is when ‘clas-
sic’ patterns are used in a fashion that is different from that
seen previously. An example is shown in Figure 4, where
a 3-Horde pattern is adopted in a manner that is different
from that seen in other Super Mario games.

6. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
This initial phase of work provides evidence to suggest that innova-
tion has persisted throughout the Super Mario series. The findings
discussed in section 5 identify this innovation given the introduc-
tion and subsequent adoption of new patterns detailed in Table 7.

Figure 3: An example of pattern crossover from New Super
Mario Bros. U, where the dominant 3-Path pattern is merged
with a Moving-Platform-Vertical. Resulting in the middle plat-
forms oscillating and increasing the challenge faced by players.

Figure 4: An example of pattern subversion from New Super
Mario Bros. 2, where a 3-Horde pattern is adopted such that
instead of the enemies being one after the other on the x-axis, it
has been switched to the y-axis. This requires players to change
their tactics accordingly.



Table 7: A collection of all new design patterns noted throughout the level annotation process. Included is an indication of where
these patterns are found and their ancestry: indicating the original pattern detailed in [4] it is derived from.

Name Description Ancestor(s) Origin Instances Last Usage
Enemy Patterns

Falling-
Enemy-
Cyclic

Enemies that fall to the ground and return back to their start-
ing position. Forces players to time their movements. Gap-Enemy SMB3 11 SML2

N-Horde A horde of n enemies, where n ≥ 5. Typically used to allow
for a shell to score a 1-up from multiple attacks. 3-Horde SMW 7 NSMB2

Gap Patterns
Collapsing-
Path-Gap

One or more gaps separated by platforms that collapse upon
contact.

Multiple-
Gaps SMB2 6 SML2

Flooded-Gap A small gap that has been flooded with water. Single-Gap SMB3 3 SMB3
Moving-
Platform-
Vertical

Platforms remain at a fixed X position, but it requires timing
to cross it. Single-Gap SML 30 NSMB2

Multiple-
Platform-
Vertical

Multiple of the Moving-Platform-Vertical with fixed-width
gaps.

Multiple-
Gaps,
Moving-
Platform-
Vertical

SML 10 NSMB-U

Moving-
Platform-
Horizontal

Platform retains Y position but cycles along a path on the
x-axis. Single-Gap SMB 24 NSMB-U

Multiple-
Platform-
Horizontal

Multiple Moving-Platform-Horizontal patterns with fixed-
width gaps.

Multiple-
Gap, Moving-
Platform-
Horizontal

SML 3 NSMB-U

Multiple-
Shifting-
Platform-Gap

Multiple gaps can platforms that expand and contract con-
tinually either horizontally or vertically. Multiple-Gap SMW 3 SMW

Pendulum-
Scale

Multiple gaps with platforms of fixed-width platforms.
However the platforms are built on a pendulum scale and
move up or down depending upon Mario’s position.

Multiple-
Gaps. SMB2 6 NSMB

Rotating-
Platform-Gap A gap with a platform that makes 360’ rotations. Single-Gap SMW 8 SMW

Seesaw-
Platform

A platform that is fixed at a central pivot and acts like a
seesaw. Often leads to a 2-Path

Single-Gap,
2-Path NSMB 5 NSMB-U

Path Patterns
2-Path-
Deadend A 2-path pattern where one path forces Mario to backtrack. 2-Path NSMB 6 NSMB-U

2-Path-
Hidden

A 2-path pattern where one of the two paths is deliberately
obscured from the player which they must ’discover’. There
is the possibility that the hidden path is a dead-end.

2-Path, 2-
Path-Deadend

NSMB-
Wii 4 NSMB-U

2-Path-Item A 2-path pattern where one path requires an item to be con-
sumed (or missing) in order to reach it. 2-Path SMB3 34 NSMB2

3-Path-Item The three-pronged version of the 2-Path-Item pattern. 3-Path SMW 4 NSMB2
Stair Patterns

Ramp-Up A ramp that goes up a hill. A ramp provides the same func-
tion as stairs but removes the need to jump. Stair-Up SMB3 37 NSMB2

Ramp-Down A ramp that goes downhill, allowing for Mario to slide. Stair-Down SMB3 38 NSMB2
Valley Patterns

Blocked-
Item-Valley

A valley with an item on the bottom which is covered by
brick-blocks that Mario must smash. Empty-Valley SMW 8 NSMB-U

Brick-Block-
Valley

A valley of destructible blocks. These can be removed by
jumping, stomping, Koopa shell or P Switch Empty-Valley SMB3 11 NSMB2

Flooded-
Valley

A valley that contains water in the middle that Mario must
swim across. Empty-Valley SMB3 11 SML2

Rolling-
Valley

A valley which in the middle has a hill that rolls in a partic-
ular direction, acting like a treadmill. Often contains one or
more enemies.

Empty-Valley
Enemy-
Valley

NSMB-
Wii 21 NSMB-U

Single-Pipe A divider pipe inserted often to break the flow of play. Pipe-Valley NSMB 23 NSMB2
Spike-Valley A valley with spikes in it that hurt Mario Empty-Valley SML2 13 SML2

Trench-Valley

A small valley in the terrain designed to allow Mario to
crouch and hide from an incoming enemy. It can be ex-
pected that at least one enemy will attempt to fly above or
crash down near Mario at one of these trenches.

Empty-Valley SMW 3 SMW



Furthermore, there is evidence of a need to retain gameplay knowl-
edge as new design patterns are adopted, with many ‘classic’ pat-
terns still present, while also acting as inspiration for future con-
cepts. In addition, specific patterns are used repeatedly, as detailed
in section 5.3, to reinforce core mechanics, irrespective of what
changes are happening in level design.

We feel it presumptuous at this stage to give any conclusions on
overall Super Mario level design and the larger impact of these find-
ings. Given that we have only explored the first world of each game.
However, there is evidence to suggest that not only does innovation
occur through the series, it does so while remaining largely faithful
to the original grammar established in [4].

Despite this, the data acquired thus far could prove useful for the
subsequent creation of procedural generation systems. Existing
work in design patterns adoption as objectives for level generation
can be found in [9, 5, 6]. A generator could adopt these patterns
such that its creative space is a reflection of specific levels or worlds
from one or more Super Mario games. While certain patterns will
not show any particular ‘allegiance’ towards a specific game given
their continued use, there is certainly evidence of patterns that are
only used for a handful of Super Mario titles. There is a sufficient
body of data to begin this process and we hope that future analysis
of worlds across each game would lend new insight.

Beyond application of this data, there are still unanswered ques-
tions that relate to the design patterns of Super Mario. As we con-
clude this paper, we identify areas ripe for future exploration.

6.1 The Physics of Super Mario
The successful adoption of design patterns in the Super Mario se-
ries is achieved by adhering to the physical constraints imposed
upon Mario himself. This is crucial given that if multiple paths are
offered, the player should be able to reach them. The impact of
jump-physics in level design is not explored in this paper, but is
observed in our brief discussion of New Super Luigi U in section 3.
While it has been explored informally [7] and acknowledged by
level designers [16], a formal evaluation of jump-physics in Super
Mario games has not been conducted. This may have significant
impact upon design pattern adoption and design.

6.2 “But Our Princess Is In Another Castle”5

While a significant number of new patterns have been established
in this paper, it is important to acknowledge that these are not nec-
essarily all patterns that have occurred in subsequent Super Mario
games, given our emphasis only on the first world of each title. As
a result, there are potentially more patterns to be found in future
worlds of each game. Furthermore, analysis of how patterns are
selected, merged and placed in subsequent worlds would prove in-
teresting. Given that the first world of each Super Mario title often
acts as a tutorial on how to play the rest of the game.

6.3 Castles, Towers and Underwater Levels
As noted in section 4, a number of levels in each game have not
been annotated given no patterns have yet been established. While
both the underwater levels and castles retain the traditional left to
right gameplay, they may require new design patterns given the
changes to player agency and pacing. Meanwhile, fortress maps in

5A phrase uttered by a Toad once rescued by Mario in the castles
of worlds 1 through 7 of Super Mario Bros.

NSMB are unique given that these levels must be traversed verti-
cally, with the boss battle found at the very top.

6.4 Designers Influence on Super Mario Bros.
While core principles of Super Mario Bros. are retained between
releases, several game designers have been involved in the Super
Mario series (as shown in Table 2). Further study into the adoption
of patterns, either combined or individually in specific games, may
reflect practices of designers throughout the series.
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